We describe the results obtained from the orbit correction system in the NSLS VUV storage ring which A consists of 24 PUE stations and 16 horizontal and vertical correction dipoles. The data were obtained by the PUEREAL module of the RING control program which provides automatic switching of the signal from individual electrodes of the PUE stations and provides/ a readout at harmonic of the RF frequency. The closed / orbit is then calculated and corrected by measured displacements of the PUE's from the adjacent quadrupoles. The ORBIT module of the RING program was + -used to minimize the RMS orbit deviations choosing the most effective correctors and calculating their strengths. For the horizontal case, the correction was accomplished using 3 correctors in two iterations starting with RMS values X = 2.9 mm to X = 0.9 mm. Vertically three iterations and 6 correctors were required to correct the RMS value from Z = 6.8 mm to Z = 0.8 mm.
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Orbit Measuring System
The orbit measuring system in the VUV ORBIT can be used (i) on-line, calculating all the magnet strengths from the digital setpoints in corresponding P-processors and from the measured calibration factors and also calculating and implementing the new solutions, or (ii) off-line reading the "present" magnet strengths from data files.
The orbit measurement and preliminary data analysis requires more time than the orbit correction itself, since repeated execution of the ORBIT program is required to decide what is the most desirable solution (how many correctors to use). Therefore, we chose the option that ORBIT reads the orbit data measured and written onto a data file by PUEREAL as opposed to the option when ORBIT activates PUEREAL every time it is executed. This method also has the advantage of being able to correct the H & V orbits measured at the same time.
The ORBIT program may also be used to make a local orbit change or simulate the effect of powering selected correctors. These options were used to test the credibility of the PUE data. One such test was the comparison of the calculated and measured responses on all PUE's of the individual correctors.
Fourier Analysis of the Orbit
Further confirmation of th. validity of the orbit data came from Fourier analysis . Let g(k.AS), k = 1,...N be the sampled orbit, where AS = L/N is the sampling interval, L is the circumference of the ring, N is the number of samples.
The Fourier transform of g can be calculated in polar coordinates as G(n/NT) = Aneipn, n = 1,...N/2 where An is the amplitude and 1n is the complex phase corresponding to the f = (n-l)/NT frequency.
The measured orbits were sampled at 32 equidistant points around the ring (linearly interpolating between the measured points). These data then were anal sed with a fast Fourier transformation program (FFT) . On the other hand, ORBIT was used to generate a random orbit which in turn was analysed the same way by Fourier transformation. In some cases, when the orbit proved to be difficult to correct with implementable corrector strengths, Fourier analysis was used to *The program uses the original MIKADO4 subroutines 3107 determine if the measured orbit exhibited some "unphysical" features. In many such cases, we found that the contribution of higher harmonics was larger than for a "random" orbit with the same RMS-value.
The A0 coefficients for (a) calculated random, (b) measured uncorrected, and (c) corrected measured orbits are shown in Fig. 3 for the vertical case. The similarity of the "random" and measured uncorrected orbits are convincing. 
Results
We were able to store beam with all horizontal correctors set to zero, thus measuring the H closed orbit of the "bare" machine. ORBIT was then used on the horizontal bare orbit predicting the decrease of the RMS value from the measured Xbare = 2.9 mm to Xcalc-1 = 1.0 mm using 01 = -0.5 mrad. After implementing the change; the orbit was measured with an RMS value of Xmeas-1 = 1.6 mm. Using ORBIT on this orbit again, we implemented a solution using = ' -0.6 mrad, 08 --0.1 mrad, 07 = 0. The beam was stored with one vertical corrector powered whose effect the ORBIT program calculated and deducted from the measured orbit, thus arriving to the vertical bare orbit (see Fig. 5a ). 
